Environmentally responsible adhesives and insulation.

From entry and garage doors, to building panels for walls, roofs, walk-in refrigerators to “Reefer” bodies, no one can match Foam Supplies’ portfolio of environmentally responsible products in polyurethane adhesives and insulation for panel manufacturing.

The OnePart® family of moisture-cure urethane adhesives have been proven effective for various industrial and commercial applications. OnePart curing times are the widest in industry and allow for manufacturing processes that are complete in minutes to hours and we can custom formulate cure times to meet a specific need. Our adhesive products are environmentally responsible and economical compared to tube and caulk applications. If you want it to stick for good, OnePart is the answer.

Our Ecofoam® family of rigid polyurethane products offer superior performance over other PU insulation products with industry-leading thermal efficiency and structural characteristics. Ecofoam was designed with FSI’s patented ecomate® blowing agent technology and has been US EPA SNAP compliant since 2003, and has been in commercial use since that time. Ecofoam has no harmful effects on the environment, and does not contribute to global warming, ozone depletion or smog production. No other PU insulation product can match ecofoam’s performance and field-proven track record.

www.foamsupplies.com
www.ecomatesystems.com

– Strong on results, gentle on the environment.
For industrial and commercial application, nothing meets the challenge like OnePart urethane adhesives. OnePart was designed with uncompromised bonding power and has been proven effective for a wide range of applications.

Key benefits…

• Industry-best shear and bonding properties
• No fillers
• Wide range of cure times
• Third party certified

• Environmentally responsible
  – Zero Global Warming Potential (GWP)
  – Zero Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)
  – VOC exempt (non-Smog producing)
  – Formaldehyde-free

ecofoam – Designed like no other. Performs like no other.

Superior performance is no accident. Ecofoam is the easy choice for various panel applications with proven results and no environmental baggage.

Key benefits…

• Thermally efficient
• Moisture control
• Air flow management
• Structural enhancement
• Sound abatement

• Environmentally responsible
  – Zero Global Warming Potential (GWP)
  – Zero Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)
  – VOC exempt (non-smog producing)
  – No end of life issues